Projects in Freight Transport Logistics

2008-2011 - “Benchmarking Logistics for Co-modality” BE LOGIC, funded by the European Commission, DG TREN

2006 – 2010 – Green Logistics, Awarded by the Engineering and Physical Science Research Council (EPSRC) – (Part of consortium with Universities of Leeds, Heriot Watt, Cardiff, Southampton, Westminster.)

2003-2006 - “Advanced Real Time Services in the Transport Sector (ARTTS)”, Greek Ministry of Development - General Secretariat of Research and Technology

2003-2006 - “An Integrated Decision Support System for providing Real Time Transit Information in a Multimodal Transportation System (ENOSIS)”, Greek Ministry of Development - General Secretariat of Research and Technology

2002-2004 - “Economic growth and sustainable Mobility supported by IST at REgional including SMEs (EMIRES)”, European Commission, Directorate General Information Society (DG INFSO)


2000-2003 - Creating viable concepts for cOmbined Air/rail Cargo Transport CO-ACT, funded by the European Commission DG TREN

2002-2003 - "Maritime Intelligent Systems for Transport and Inter-related Chain” MISTIC, sponsored by European Commission DG INFSO

2000-2001 - "Effects on Transport of Trends in Logistics and Supply Chain Management” SULOGTRA, funded by the European Commission DG TREN.